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Diagnostic and therapeutic radiology is playing a major role in modern medicine. A

preliminary survey was carried out during 1997 on 3 major Israeli hospitals in order to

assess the extent of exposure of the population to medical x-rays (1). The survey has

found that the annual collective dose of the Israeli population to x-ray medical

imaging procedures (excluding radio-therapy) is about 7,500 Man-Sv. The results of

the survey were analyzed in order to:

1. Carry out a cost-benefit optimization procedure related to the means that

should be used to reduce the exposure of the Israeli patients under x-ray

procedures.

2. Establish a set of practical recommendations to reduce the x-ray radiation

exposure of patients and to increase the image quality.

3. Establish a number of basic rules to be utilized by health policy makers in

Israel.

Based on the ICRP-60 linear model risk assessments (2), the extent of the annual risk

arising from the 7,500 Man-Sv medical x-ray collective dose in Israel has been found

to be the potential addition of 567 cancer cases per year, 244 of which to be fatal, and

a potential additional birth of 3-4 children with severe genetic damage per year. This

assessment take into account the differential risk and the collective dose according to

the age distribution in the Israeli exposed population, and excludes patients with

chronic diseases.

The costs for medical treatments of the Israeli cancer patients has been assessed (for

the latest available 1994 data) as 7% of the Israeli health care expenditure (5% in

Sweden, 6% in France, 7% in UK, and 10% in USA). The Israeli health care

expenditure at that year was 8.9% of the Israeli GNP, I.E. $6.5 billion (3). According

to that assessment, the costs for the medical treatments of the Israeli cancer patients
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during 1994 assess as $455 million. The number of new cancer patients at that year

was 14,796, and by dividing the annual cancer cost by the number of the annual new

patients gives an average Israeli cancer medical treatments life-time cost of $30,000

per average patient.

The potential annual cost to the Israeli health-care system due to the potential risk

caused by medical x-ray examinations (567 annual cancers) has been estimated to

reach $17.5 million. The direct cost of the Israeli health insurance bodies in the

health care expenditure was about 54%. According to that, it could be estimate that

the direct cost of the Israeli health insurance bodies due to every new single cancer

case (for life-time health care expenditure) is about $16,000 which is about half the

cost of the cancer treatment estimated above. It is economical to reduce the

population unnecessary exposure to medical x-rays.

Based on the collected survey data, the diagnostic radiology radiation protection of

the patient status in Israel, and similar assessments made in the U.K, (4) we conclude

that it is possible to reduce the medical diagnostic x-rays collective dose in Israel to

about half of it's present value. This reduction can even lead to improvement of the

image quality (the health implications of this improvement are obvious).

15 different actions were check for their ability to reduce the Israeli medical imaging

collective dose. Each action got a score according to it's abilities to reduce the

radiation exposure, to improve image quality and to minimize the implementation

cost of the method.

Cost benefit analysis shows that the 9 following actions (in order of preference) are

financial worthwhile to the Israeli health insurance bodies in purpose to reduce the

radiation exposure and improve image quality:

a. Reduction of unnecessary examinations that are not clinically justified.

b. Establishment of Israeli guidance levels for medical exposures.

c. Purchasing every new grid with carbon fiber materials.

d. Publishing national guidance notes and recommendations by the Ministry of

Health, related to the technical aspects and the recommended procedures for

the reduction of the diagnostic dose and improvement of the image quality.
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e. Replacing as soon as possible the intensifying screens in the photographic

cassettes by rare earth screens.

f. Establishment of quality assurance programs for the radiological process.

g. Establishment of quality control programs for x-ray instruments.

h. Purchasing all new cassette with carbon fiber cover only.

i. Training all personnel who involved in operation of x-ray instruments

(including students) in the radiation protection of the patient.

The cost-benefit analysis point out that it will be worthwhile for the health insurance

bodies to adopt the above 9 methods and to invest $3.4 million in the first year (and

less then that in the following years) to reduce the annual medical imaging radiation

dose by 50% of it's present value (i.e., reduction of the unnecessary radiation dose).

This investment is expected to save a potential annual cost of $8.3 million to the

different Israeli health insurance bodies.

According to this study, it is worthwhile for the Israeli health bodies to spend

1,000 $/Man-Sv to reduce x-ray diagnostic radiation dose to adult patients (with

improvement of the image quality as a by-product), and about 5,000 $/Man-Sv to

reduce the x-ray radiation dose in pediatric radiology.

The overall benefit to be achieved by implementing the above recommendations on

the base of the above cost benefit analysis will be:

a. Prevention of 270 potential cancers per year, 116 of them fatal.

b. Prevention of about 2 potential births with severe genetic damage per year.

c. Prevention of emotional and psychological suffering from patients and their

families (the cost of suffer was not quantified).

d. Prevention of health cost from patients and their families (e.g., illness,

reduction of the life expectation, lose of life, etc.). This form of cost was not

quantified.

e. Prevention of a potential annual cost of $ 8.3 million to the Israeli health

insurance bodies.

f. Saving of expenditures related to the prevention of a potential reduction of

GNP, national insurance payments, and reduction of the health ministry cost

in the overall national health expenses.
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g. Preventing of a potential future income loss to patients and their families.

h. Potential improvement of the radiological image quality. This study

assumes that the benefit of the image quality improvement is generally of

the same order of magnitude as the benefit of the collective dose reduction.

The above assessment of the economic impact of x-ray diagnostic dose reduction is

conservative. This assessment takes into account only the potential direct Israeli

health expenditure. Different assessments, considering other parameters such as the

value of life, loss of productivity, loss of future income to the patient and his/her

family, cost of the cancer mortality related to the average cost of mortality, etc., may

point to an economic impact of up to 20-25 times higher.
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